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that you are looking for. It will certainly squander the time.
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The “intimate and affecting” novel of an Indian couple’s quest for a child that sparked national conversations about cast and female empowerment (Laila Lalami, New York Times
Book Review). Set in South India during the British colonial period, One Part Woman tells the story of Kali and Ponna, a married couple unable to conceive. The predicament is of
major concern for their families—and the crowing amusement of Kali’s male friends. From making offerings at different temples to circumambulating a mountain supposed to cure
barren women, Kali and Ponna try everything to solve the problem. But a more radical plan is required. The annual chariot festival, a celebration of the god Maadhorubaagan, who is
part male and part female, may provide the answer. On the eighteenth night of the festival, the rules of marriage are relaxed, and consensual sex between unmarried men and
women is overlooked, for all men are considered gods. The festival may be the solution to Kali and Ponna’s problem, but it soon threatens to drive the couple apart as much as to
bring them together. Wryly amusing and deeply poignant, One Part Woman is a powerful exploration of a loving marriage strained by the expectations of others, and an attack on
the rigid rules of caste and tradition that continue to constrict opportunity and happiness. Longlisted for the National Book Award
'A terrific debut. Sparkling, very (very) funny, and deeply moving' ARAVIND ADIGA 'Truly something different, and exhilarating' GARY SHTEYNGART Set in Boston and Bangalore,
Accidental Magic is the story of four very different people whose lives are brought together by Harry Potter. For Kannan, Curtis, Rebecca and Malathi, social outsiders and people
adrift, the intense and diverse world of Harry Potter fandom offers community, even a sense of meaning. An extraordinary novel about how flawed relationships can be; how we
battle loneliness, live on hope and search for that perfect connection-often settling for imperfection-it is also about the tension between duty and the individual pursuit of happiness.
Accidental Magic is a work of great imagination and marks the arrival of an exciting and powerful new voice.
Tessa Kiros, renowned for her exquisite food and travel books, takes us on a fascinating journey across the globe to explore French culinary influences in far-flung destinations. Her
journey begins in Provence, where Tessa first fell in love with French food, and explores the Mediterranean region’s links between the indigenous ingredients, flavours, materials and
traditions. She then takes the path of early French explorers, travelling to the island of Guadeloupe in the Caribbean; Vietnam in South-east Asia; Pondicherry on the Bay of Bengal,
India; La Réunion, a French island in the Indian Ocean; finally returning to France and landing in Normandy, where the cuisine is so different from the South of France. In each
destination, Tessa delves into the history and culinary traditions of the country (or region), discovering how French cuisine has become embroiled with local ingredients and
traditions. The result is an intriguing collection of recipes that will appeal to all those with a broad interest in food and culture.
FINALIST FOR THE 2019 KIRKUS PRIZE FOR FICTION FINALIST FOR THE 2020 ANDREW CARNEGIE MEDAL LONGLISTED FOR THE 2019 BOOKER PRIZE LONGLISTED FOR THE 2020
ASPEN WORDS LITERARY PRIZE ONE OF THE NEW YORK TIMES 10 BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: THE WASHINGTON POST * TIME MAGAZINE *
NPR * CHICAGO TRIBUNE * GQ * O, THE OPRAH MAGAZINE * THE GUARDIAN * THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS * LIT HUB * KIRKUS REVIEWS * THE NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY In Valeria
Luiselli's fiercely imaginative novel, a mother and father set out with their two children, a boy and a girl, driving from New York to Arizona in the heat of summer. As the family
travels west, through Virginia to Tennessee, across Oklahoma and Texas, the bonds between them begin to fray: a fissure is growing between the parents, one the children can
almost feel beneath their feet. Through songs and maps and a Polaroid camera's lens, the children try to make sense of both their family's crisis and the larger one engulfing the
news: the stories of thousands of kids trying to cross the southwestern border into the United States but getting detained--or lost in the desert along the way. A breath-taking feat of
literary virtuosity, Lost Children Archive is timely, compassionate, subtly hilarious, and formally inventive--a powerful, urgent story about what it is to be human in an inhuman world.
In this remarkable debut novel, a boy’s bittersweet passage to maturity and sexual awakening is set against escalating political tensions in Sri Lanka, during the seven years leading
up to the 1983 riots. Arjie Chelvaratnam is a Tamil boy growing up in an extended family in Colombo. It is through his eyes that the story unfolds and we meet a delightful,
sometimes eccentric cast of characters. Arjie’s journey from the luminous simplicity of childhood days into the more intricately shaded world of adults – with its secrets, its injustices,
and its capacity for violence – is a memorable one, as time and time again the true longings of the human heart are held against the way things are.
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(Schott). The best way to learn any instrument is to have lessons from a good, experienced teacher. Although, happily, the number of such teachers is constantly growing, the
recorder is still frequently taught by enthusiastic but inexperienced teachers and many players start by teaching themselves. This series of books sets out to help learners of all ages
in all three situations. Experienced teachers, who may choose to disregard much of the text as personal demonstration is always clearer than the written word, will find exercises and
fine tunes a-plenty to support their own mathod at each stage. The less experienced will benefit from many valuable teaching hints culled from long experience and may rely on the
books to lead to a sound playing technique and a mastery of simple notation. btle, delightful and sociable of instruments. (Brian Bonsor) "...this work is likely to become a standart
work very quickly and is to be recommended to all schools where recorder studies are undertaken" (Oliver James, Contact Magazine) Descant Tutors provide a sound-playing
technique, a mastery of simple notation and contain 570 tunes including concert pieces by Bonsor, carols, attractive rounds, and melodies by 'early music' composers. Clear line
drawings greatly assist the pupil, making them especially suitable for self-instruction.
Do you want to add your voice to the community and tribe of people coming up around the globe by creating esclusive ideas that can be available to hundreds of thousands of
audiences in the comforts of their homes and the tediousness of their workspaces? Would you like to turn your passion into a real online business? You are in the right place, then
keep reading! You are on your way to starting a life that will lead to a significant turnaround now and in years to come. This isn't some motivational speaking, neither is this an act of
giving you a fool's gold or pointing you towards a mirage while you're thirsty. But this is a serious matter that needs to be given maximum attention as you are about to know some
basic and simple skills that will pour sweet cash into your account every month without you needing some form of magic. Here we go! The book, How to Start a Blog is an eye-opener
to something big that has been happening in the world and has shaken the internet in recent years. This means you have a whole world of blogging knowledge on the edges of your
fingers. The book cuts across a lot of aspects and spheres of influence that have turned a whole lot of bloggers into influential people around the world. You are about to understand
the ways and methods which you can use to get a vast audience who you can impart your knowledge on. This will also help you to give yourself up for research and be a better
writer and content creator as you will be able to get yourself excellent opportunities to land some good deals for yourself. You are also about to have a portfolio where your works
will be celebrated all around the world. This book has a lot of strategies that can see you through a successful blogging career where you will have the opportunity to understand
some policies in digital and internet marketing. The book is well detailed and explicitly explained for you to understand any aspect where you may have issues. Reading this book
you will learn: Reasons behind a blog Step-by-step guide to create your first blog Tools Profitable niches Content creation Ways of monetization Mistakes and solutions And more!
You are on your way to becoming an influencer, what are you waiting for?
This book documents the various phases of fertility transition in India. It argues that this transition is best understood as the cumulative effect of behavioural changes - such as delay
in marriage and use of contraceptives - which over time has altered social perceptions on fertility. The authors argue that going beyond the formal tools of demography and adopting
a qualitative approach would help in understanding the social mechanisms that sustain the diffusion of new family norms. A strength of the book is its development of an original
geographical information system based on the census data from the micro-level. This system maps variations across regions within South India and within each state. Christophe Z
Guilmoto is Senior Fellow at the French Research Institute for Development (IRD), Paris. S Irudaya Rajan is Associate Professor, Centre for Development Studies,
Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala.
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